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Video & Film 
Course Overview 

This course provides students with a visual art experience that will take place in one forty-eight 
minute class period every school day for one semester. 

This course provides both a practical and theoretical knowledge of film study and video 
production that can be used as a basis for more advanced work, career preparation, or 
enhancement of personal skills. Students will learn about the history of film by viewing early 
films and animation devices. They will formally analyze film clips by learning about the tools of 
the director ( camera, editing, lighting, and mise en scene). They will learn about the thematic 
implications of various camera and editing techniques and will learn to execute those techniques 
themselves by using the relevant tools. They will learn about the processes of pre-production, 
production, and post production by writing their own screenplays in groups, using the camera to 
shoot those screenplay pages, and using non-linear editing software to edit their footage into a 
finished film. Since they will be working in groups on their movie projects, students will also 
understand that filmmaking is a truly collaborative art. Ultimately they will learn to become 
astute critical viewers by participating in group critiques of historic and contemporary films as 
well as each other's video work. 

The curriculum is aligned to the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Visual and 
Performing Arts which are: 

• Standard 1.1 The Creative Process: All students will demonstrate an understanding 
of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, 
music, theatre, and visual art. 

• Standard 1.2 History of Arts and Culture: All students will understand the role, 
development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 

• Standard 1.3 Performance: All students will synthesize those skills, media, 
methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting 
works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

• Standard 1.4 Aesthetic Responses and Critique Methodologies: All students will 
demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis 
to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

The interdisciplinary and experiential nature of the Arts (where rigorous academic concepts are 
coupled with real-world hands-on lessons) allows connections to many NJ standard areas. As 
such, where applicable, integrations to the other New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards 
and Cumulative Progress Indicators have been noted (including the NJCCCS areas of 
Comprehensive Health and Physical Education, Science, Social Studies, World Languages, 
Technology, and 21st Century Life and Careers), along with integrations to the Common Core 
State Standards for English Language Arts and Mathematics. 

This 2.5 credit semester course helps fulfills the state mandate contained in N.J.A.C. 6A:8- 
5. I ( a) l vii for "at least 5 credits in Visual and Performing Arts" for all students who entered high 
school in 2010 or later. 
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Enduring 
Understandings 

Artistic styles, trends, movements, and historical responses to various genres of art evolve over time. 
Utilizing proper techniques, when using video cameras, tripods, editing software, and other tools related to video production, is crucial to making a video or movie. 
The best way to improve one's technique is through practice. 
An understanding of camera and editing techniques, combined with an understanding of the Elements and Principles of Design, can allow a filmmaker to provide story clarity, direct the viewer's 
gaze, manipulate the audience's emotions, and convey intellectual or thematic meaning. 
Contextual clues within films and videos often reveal artistic intent, enabling the viewer to hypothesize about the artist's concept. 
The critique process is an important way to help students be more objective about their own work and the work of peers. 
Engagement in the critique process is vital for artistic improvement. 
While film and video are relatively new art forms, they have provided significant worldwide impact in the last hundred years. 

Unit/Skill: Early Film History 

Days 10 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
l .2 History of the Arts and Culture 
All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance 
All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 
All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.2.12.A.l Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.2.12.A.2 Justify the impact of innovations in the arts (e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. 
1,3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.A.l Use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and to discern the cultural implications of works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 
1.4.12.B.3 Determine the role of art and art-making in a global society by analyzing the influence of technology on the visual, performing, and multimedia arts for consumers, creators, 
and performers around the world. 

Essential 
Questions 

How do the early animation devices still have relevance today? 
How has filmmaking as a craft evolved over time? 
What is the difference between the craft of a work of art and its content? 
How does viewing a film tell us about the history of the era and culture of the generations in which it was made? 
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Skills Identify early animation devices such as thaumatropes, zoetropes, and kinetoscopes. 

The Student Apply their knowledge of persistence of vision to make a thaumatrope. 

Will... 
Compare and contrast early kinetoscope reels to the films of today. 
Create an animation device to demonstrate still image motion concepts. 
Identify and define various film genres. 
View and classify films according to their style. 
Compare and contrast a silent movie from the early l 900's to a movie made today. 

Assessment Make a zoetrope, thaumatrope, flipbook, or other such animation device to demonstrate still image motion concepts. 
Write and/or orally share similarities and differences between early and contemporary movies. 
Classify films as either realist or formalist. 
Demonstrate understanding of domain-specific terminology. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 

Integration explanations in the text. 
RST. 11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

Mathematics MG. I Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder). 

Integration MG.3 Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e.g., designing an object or structure to satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with typographic grid systems based on 
ratios). 

Science 5.1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7. ! .NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 

Integration 
zt" Century Life 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: The Tools of the Director 

Days 5 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
I .4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 
All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
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Unit/Skill: The Tools of the Director 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1 12.D. l Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.4.12.A. l Use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and to discern the cultural implications of works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 

Essential How do filmmakers incorporate the elements and principles of design? 

Questions How is film like a language? 

Skills Critique selected film stills, and other works of art, using elements and principles of design vocabulary. 

The Student Identify the primary tool of the director used in given film clips. 

Will... 
Compare various aspects of a film to the written word, observing the following parallels: 

l. A shot is like a word. 
2. A scene is like a sentence 
3. A sequence is like a paragraph 
4. A movie is like a novel 

List and describe the elements and principles used in a short clip from a selected film. 
Assessment Identify and define the elements and principles of design. 

Analyze film clips, deciding what the primary tool of the director is in each clip. 
Identify jobs on a film set, including the director and others. Discuss possible career paths in the filmmaking industry. 
Demonstrate understanding of domain-specific terminology. 

Literacy RST. l 1-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 

Integration texts and topics. 
RST. l 1-12.7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
oroblem. 

Science 5.1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A.l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
Technology 8.1. 12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 

Integration 
zr" Century Life 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9. l .12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Camera - Composition and Use 

Days J 17 days 
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Unit/Skill: Camera - Composition and Use 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture 
All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance 
All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
l .4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 
All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural 
themes 
1.2.12.A.1 Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.2.12.A.2 Justify the impact of innovations in the arts ( e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.A.1 Use contextual clues to differentiate between unique and common properties and to discern the cultural implications of works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 
1.4.12.B.3 Determine the role of art and art-making in a global society by analyzing the influence of technology on the visual, performing, and multimedia arts for consumers, creators, 
and performers around the world. 

Essential 
Questions 

How do directors incorporate various types of shots? 
How can the composition of a shot direct the viewer's gaze? 
How does the order in which image sizes are used affect the audience's perception of a scene? 
How does the director's use of camera angles and types of lenses affect the mood of the film? 
What are the emotional associations of camera angles and lenses? 
How does one's technical knowledge enhance the work created? 
How and why do directors use camera movement? 
How can technical tools and devices ilTljl_rove shots? 

Skills 
The Student 
Will... 

Identify and define the following terms related to shot composition: 
I. one shot 
2. two shot 
3. three shot 
4. composition in depth (foreground, middle ground, background) 
5. dramatic focus 
6. sharply defined over softly defined 

Identify and define the following types of shots and image sizes: 
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UniUSkill: Camera - Composition and Use 

I. ECU ( extreme close up) 
2. CU (close up) 
3. MCU (Medium Close-up) 
4. MS (Medium Shot) 
5. MLS (Medium Long Shot) 
6. LS (Long Shot) 
7. ELS (Extreme Long Shot) 
8. full 
9. POV (Point of view) 
l 0. Establishing 
11. Over the shoulder 
12. Rack focus 

List and describe the types of shots you see used in selected film clips. 

Identify and define camera angles such as: 
I. high angle 
2. low angle 
3. eye level shots 

Define the terms focal length and depth of field. 

Identify and define the following types of lenses: 
l. Wide 
2. Telephoto 
3. "Normal" 
4. Zoom 

Analyze a director's use of angles, lenses, and image sizes to influence the way a viewer feels. Students will be able to note such things as: 
I. Low angle shots can be used to make a character appear intimidating or important and/or to make a viewer uncomfortable and tense. 
2. High angle shots can be used to make a character appear vulnerable or weak and/or to make the audience feel at peace. 
3. Eye level shots are emotionally neutral. 
4. Closer image sizes, such as MCU's, CU's, and ECU's, tend to be used at moments of emotional intensity. 
5. Telephoto lenses can create a sense of claustrophobia, since they have a flattening effect. This can help directors create tension. 

List and describe the angles and lenses seen in selected film clips. 

Attach the camera to the tripod. 

Set up and fold up the tripod. 

Use the cameras to record and playback footage. 

Use the cameras and tripods to compose various shots. 
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Unit/Skill: Camera - Composition and Use 

Identify and define basic camera movements, including: 
1. pans 
2. tilts 
3. zooms 
4. dolly shots 
5. handheld shots 
6. aerial shots 
7. crane shots 

Compare and contrast shots made using a wide angle lens to shots made using a telephoto lens, emphasizing that wide angle lenses: 
1. Have a shorter focal length than telephoto lenses. 
2. Have more depth of field than telephoto lenses. 
3. Tend to exaggerate depth while telephoto lenses tend to flatten an image. 
4. Show more of the surroundings than telephoto lenses, which give the viewer "tunnel vision". 
5. Can create wide angle distortion, which makes straight lines look like they are bent 

Use the camera and dollies to compare a zoom shot to a dolly shot. 

Assessment Practice recording short scenes incorporating the vocabulary terms from above. 
Analyze film clips to determine how the director uses various types of shots, camera angles, compositional techniques, camera movements, and types of lenses to influence the way the viewer 
feels while watching. 
Recognize patterns in the way that those shots are typically employed (i.e. most directors start with long shots and gradually move the camera closer, etc) 
Demonstrate understanding of domain-specific terminology. 
Safely use the cameras and tripods to confirm recognition and understanding of camera techniques. 
List, describe, and analyze the camera movements in selected film clips. 
Apply knowledge of all camera movements learned by working in small groups to complete shooting checklists. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 

Integration explanations in the text 
RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12.7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

Health & Phys 2. l.12.D. l - Determine the causes and outcomes of intentional and unintentional injuries in adolescents and young adults and propose prevention strategies. 

Ed Integration 
Science 5.1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.Al Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
Technology 8. Ll2.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 

Integration 
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Unit/Skill: Camera - Composition and Use 

21st Century Life 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Editing 

Days 10 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.2 History of the Arts and Culture 
All students will understand the role, development, and influence of the arts throughout history and across cultures. 
1.3 Performance 
All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 
All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural 
themes 
1.2.12.A.l Determine how dance, music, theatre, and visual art have influenced world cultures throughout history. 
1.2.12.A.2 justify the impact of innovations in the arts ( e.g., the availability of music online) on societal norms and habits of mind in various historical eras. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment ofartworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, 
craftsmanship, cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may 
impact perceptions of its significance/meaning. 
1.4.12.B.3 Determine the role of art and art-making in a global society by analyzing the influence of technology on the visual, performing, and multimedia arts for consumers, creators, 
and performers around the world. 

Essential How do directors usually employ editing transitions to manipulate a viewer's sense of space and time? 

Questions How is editing like the "visual music" of the film? 
Why is editing an important technique? 
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Unit/Skill: Editing 

Skills Identify and define various editing transitions, such as: cuts, dissolves, fades, and wipes. 

The Student Compare how different editing transitions affect the viewer's perception oftime, for example: 
Will ... I. dissolves indicate a minor passage oftime or change of!ocation 

2. fades indicate a major one 
3. straight cuts suggest that time is flowing continuously across the cut 
4. jump cuts make it obvious that there is time missing in between the two shots 

Discuss examples of continuity editing in films and will be able to identify some elements of continuity editing such as: match on action cuts, eye line matching, and cuts led by action. 

Define, view examples of, and analyze the use of the 180 degree rule and the director's line. 

Compare and contrast the usage of straight cuts and jump cuts in several film clips. 

Create a short exercise, utilizing non-linear editing software, to do the following things: 
I. import video footage onto the computer 
2. rearrange the order of video clips 
3. change the length of video clips 
4. add titles and credits 
5. export video footage back to tape and/or bum the footage to a DVD 

Assessment Write a short conversation that utilizes the 180 degree rule and then shoot it. 
Edit short scenes using non-linear editing software. 
Identify the various editing transitions, such as: cuts, wipes, dissolves and fades. . 
Identify some elements of continuity editing, such as: match on action cuts, eyeline matching, and cuts led by action. 
Demonstrate understanding of domain-specific terminology. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 

Integration explanations in the text. 
RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media ( e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

Science 5.1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5 .1.12.D. l Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 
Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Integration 
21st Century Life 9 .1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 
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Unit/Skill: Pre-production 

Days 10 days 

NJCCCS I. I The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance 
All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.2 Translate literary, musical, theatrical, and dance compositions by using them as stimulus/inspiration for corresponding visual artworks. 
1.3.12.D.2 Produce an original body of artwork in one or more art mediums that demonstrates mastery of visual literacy, methods, techniques, and cultural understanding. 
1.3.12.D.3 Organize an exhibit of personal works of visual art that convey a high level of understanding of how the expression of ideas relates to the art media, art mediums, and 
techniques used. 

Essential How does a plan influence the outcome of a movie? 

Questions What is the purpose of a storyboard and why is it helpful? 

Skills Transcribe a film using the proper screenplay format. 

The Student Depict shot compositions and movements (of the camera and of things within the frame) in a storyboard. 

Will... 

Assessment Write original screenplays and draw corresponding storyboards in groups. 
Transcribe a scene into screenplay format. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 

Integration explanations in the text. 
RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media ( e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

Health & Phys 2.1.12.D.1 - Determine the causes and outcomes of intentional and unintentional injuries in adolescents and young adults and propose prevention strategies. 

Ed Integration 
Science 5.1 12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1 12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1 12.D. l Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. I Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 
Integration 
21st Century Life 9.1. 12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4. 12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine and Performing Arts Department 
Video and Film Curriculum 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013 

Unit/Skill: Production & Post Production 

Days 30 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.3 Performance 
All students will synthesize those skills, media, methods, and technologies appropriate to creating, performing, and/or presenting works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of an in dance, music, theatre, 
and visual art. 

NJCCCS CPI 1.1.12.D.2 Translate literary, musical, theatrical, and dance compositions by using them as stimulus/inspiration for corresponding visual artworks. 
1.3.12.D.1 Synthesize the elements of art and principles of design in an original portfolio of two- and three-dimensional artworks that reflects personal style and a high degree of 
technical proficiency and expressivity. 
1.3.12.D.2 Produce an original body of artwork in one or more art mediums that demonstrates mastery of visual literacy, methods, techniques, and cultural understanding. 
1.3.12.D.3 Organize an exhibit of personal works of visual art that convey a high level of understanding of how the expression of ideas relates to the art media, art mediums, and 
techniques used. 
1.3.12.D.4 Analyze the syntax and compositional and stylistic principles of two- and three-dimensional artworks in multiple art media (including computer-assisted artwork), and 
interpret themes and symbols suggested by the artworks. 
1.3.12.D.5 Identify the styles and artistic processes used in the creation of culturally and historically diverse two- and three-dimensional artworks, and emulate those styles by creating 
an original body of work. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
I .4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of an, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
perceptions of its significance/meaning. 

Essential How does a director know when a film is complete? 

Questions How does technology affect post production? 

Skills Apply understanding of camera and editing techniques by making a short movie. 

The Student 
Utilize non-linear editing software to do the following things: 

Will... I. import video footage onto the computer 
2. rearrange the order of video clips 
3. change the length of video clips 
4. add titles and credits 
5. export video footage back to tape and/or bum the footage to a DVD 

Assessment Create a 3 to 5 minute movie, in groups, about an in-school situation based on the already written screenplays. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
Integration explanations in the text. 

RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades J l-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12.7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine and Performing Arts Department 
Video and Film Curriculum 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013 

Unit/Skill: Production & Post Production 

Science 5 .1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5 .1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 
5.1.12.D.2 Represent ideas using literal reoresentations, such as graphs, tables, iournals, conceot maps, and diagrams. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
Technology 8.1.12.D.2 Demonstrate appropriate use of copyrights, fair use and creative commons. 

Integration 
zt" Century Life 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4.12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 

Unit/Skill: Final Movie Critique 

Days 3 days 

NJCCCS 1.1 The Creative Process 
All students will demonstrate an understanding of the elements and principles that govern the creation of works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 
1.4 Aesthetic Responses & Critique Methodologies 
All students will demonstrate and apply an understanding of arts philosophies, judgment, and analysis to works of art in dance, music, theatre, and visual art. 

NJCCCSCPI 1.1.12.D.1 Distinguish innovative applications of the elements of art and principles of design in visual artworks from diverse cultural perspectives and identify specific cross-cultural themes. 
1.4.12.A.2 Speculate on the artist's intent, using discipline-specific arts terminology and citing embedded clues to substantiate the hypothesis. 
1.4.12.A.3 Develop informed personal responses to an assortment of artworks across the four arts disciplines (dance, music, theatre, and visual art), using historical significance, craftsmanship, 
cultural context, and originality as criteria for assigning value to the works. 
1.4.12.B.1 Formulate criteria for arts evaluation using the principles of positive critique and observation of the elements of art and principles of design, and use the criteria to evaluate 
works of dance, music, theatre, visual, and multimedia artwork from diverse cultural contexts and historical eras. 
1.4.12.B.2 Evaluate how an artist's technical proficiency may affect the creation or presentation of a work of art, as well as how the context in which a work is performed or shown may impact 
perceptions of its siznificance/meaninz. 

Essential Why is the critique process important? 

Questions How does good craftsmanship help create a good film and how does sloppy craftsmanship ruin the audience's enjoyment of a film? 
How can any movie be looked at objectively? 
How does study of film history, film techniques, and the film industry help alter perceptions of a film? 

Skills Critically self-evaluate and evaluate the movie projects of other's made in class using vocabulary related to the craft of filmmaking. 

The Student Understand why artistic elements and principles contribute to visual quality of a film. 

Will ... 
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Hillsborough Township School District Fine and Performing Arts Department 
Video and Film Curriculum 

Grades 9-12 

July 2013. 

Unit/Skill: Final Movie Critique 

Assessment Students will orally critique movie projects made in class (including their own). 
Students will perform written critiques of all of the movie projects. 

Literacy RST.11-12.3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 

Integration explanations in the text. 
RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades J J-12 
texts and topics. 
RST.11-12. 7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

Science 5.1.12.C. l Reflect on and revise understandings as new evidence emerges. 

Integration 5.1.12.C.3 Consider alternative theories to interpret and evaluate evidence-based arguments. 
5.1.12.D.1 Engage in multiple forms of discussion in order to process, make sense of, and learn from others' ideas, observations, and experiences. 

World Language 7.1.NM.A. l Recognize familiar spoken or written words and phrases contained in culturally authentic materials using electronic information sources related to targeted themes. 

Integration 
21st Century Life 9.1.12.A. l Apply critical thinking and problem-solving strategies during structured learning experiences. 

& Careers 9 .4.12.C.(6). l Research the history of the visual arts and analyze the role of the visual arts in society to develop a broad understanding of the nature and scope of the pathway. 
9.4.12.C.(6).2 Analyze how elements and principles are applied in a broad range of specific works of art. 
9.4. 12.C.(6).3 Explain what and how specific works of art communicate meaning and how they are used as a means to express ideas. 
9.1.12.F.2 Demonstrate a positive work ethic in various settings, including the classroom and during structured learning experiences. 
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This listing is a part ial glossary of Visual Art specific terms used in the Hillsborough Township Public Schools 
K-12 Visual Art s Curriculum . Items marked with an asterisk(*) indicate terms which are also included as Elements of Art and 
Principles of Design in the glossary of the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for Visual and Performing Arts. 

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN 

LINE* 1. a connection of two points in space 
2. an edge 
3. one dimension, length 

SHAPE* I. a two dimensional object having length and width 
2. any .flgJ_ area with inside and outside spaces defined by an edge (circle, square, etc.) 

FORM* A three dimensional object having length and width and depth 

TEXTURE* The way something feels by actual touch or by sight 

VALUE The lightness to darkness of a color 

SPACE* The area around, above, below (negative space) and within an object (positive space) 

COLOR* or HUE The way an object appears when light is reflected off of it, or emitted by it 
Primary red, blue yellow 
Secondary orange, green violet 
Intermediate or Tertiary red-orange, red-violet, blue-green, blue-violet, yellow-orange, yellow-green 
Tint any color plus white 
Shade any color plus black 
Tone any color plus white and black 
Warm colors orange, red and yellow 
Cool colors green, violet and blue 
Intensity the brightness or dullness of a color 
Analogous colors next to each other on the color wheel 
Complementary colors opposite each other on the color wheel 

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN 

BALANCE* 

HARMONY 

CONTRAST 

An equilibrium within the design area (deals with weight distribution); two kinds: 
1. symmetry: formal balance; weight is equal side to side, items are similar or identical 
2. asymmetry: informal balance; weight is equal side to side, but the items are not similar or identical 

The similarities between the elements of design (i.e. harmony of line, harmony of shape, harmony of form, harmony of texture, 
harmony of value, harmony of space and harmony of color) 

The differences between the elements of design; helps to create visual interest (i.e. contrast of line, contrast of shape, contrast of 
form, contrast of texture, contrast of value, contrast of space and contrast of color) 

DOMINANCE or EMPHASIS* The most important element of design in the composition, that which your eye sees first, the center of interest 
(i.e. dominance ofline, dominance of shape, dominance of form, dominance of texture, dominance of value, dominance of space, 
dominance of color) 

MOVEMENT 

GRADATION 

RHYTHM* 

Combining elements to cause the viewer's eye to travel over the work; the way the artist makes your eye sweep over the work in 
a certain manner (i.e. circular movement, triangular movement, etc.); after the dominant item, that which your eye sees second, 
third, fourth, etc. 

Combining elements using a series of gradual changes in those elements (i.e. gradation of line, gradation of shape, gradation of 
form, gradation of texture, gradation of value, gradation of space, gradation of color) 

Repeated elements that create a visual tempo or beat 

PROPORTION* The relationship of certain elements to the whole and to each other 

UNITY* Describes the total effect of a work of art through effective use of the elements and principles of design; refers to the look and feel 
of wholeness and oneness in a work of art made evident by the balance o(harmonv and contrast (an equal weight distribution of 
similarities and differences of the elements within the artwork) 


